perfection
without compromise
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About us
CIARKO
The Ciarko company, present on the market since 1989, is the
biggest producer of high-quality hoods in Poland, held in high
esteem in all of Europe. Knowledge and experience gathered for
years allowed us to establish our position in OEM channel and to
develop the recognisability of the brand Ciarko. Our products are
sold on various markets, mainly in Poland, Germany, Scandinavia,
Benelux and Russia. Ciarko manufactures range hoods (wall-mounted, rustic, island-mounted), universal hoods (under-cabinet,
telescopic) and luxury hoods made from the best quality materials
and components. All models of our devices are manufactured in
Poland as the headquarters of the company is located in Sanok, in
the Podkarpackie Region. At this site, in our laboratories we test all
the sub-assemblies and components as well as the final product,
which ensures the Ciarko guarantee of reliability. The high level
of production process automation guarantees the high standard of
quality. The market appreciates our brand, the innovativeness, the
unique style and the design of Ciarko products, which is proven by
many awards and prizes. In the last few years we have received
the prestigious “Red dot design award” and many more polish and
international prizes.

Annual
production
of hoods

800 000
2

600

Employees

Production
area

20 000 m2 30 Years’
experience
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Our strengths

91% shares of OEM channel

Design

Over 800,000 cooker hoods produced yearly

Quality

Over 1500 different product definitions
Approx. 25 new projects of cooker hoods yearly
Highest technical, reliability and safety standards in machinery park
Production complex located in Sanok, Poland
Most of Polish households equipped with our cooker hoods
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Efficiency

All models are made in accordance to current worldwide design trends.
Carefully selected materials allows us to
achieve the highest quality.
Motors used in our products are highly effective. Applied technology allows us to silence
them as much as it is possible.

User Comfort		
Control panels are innovative and intuitive.
Most of the products are equipped with touch panels with a number of useful functions
such as timer or filter saturation indicator.

Innovation 		Following the spirit of the time we are ap-

plying in our products latest technological
solutions, such as: brushless motor, plasma
filter, intelligent smell indicator, liquid glass,
automatized opening and many more.
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New releases

2019
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NEW
Ceiling hood

SU LIGHT II
The Ciarko ceiling-mounted hood never ceases to amaze its users with its modern and minimalistic design. Thanks to its flat shape, it takes less space than
hoods in this class available on the market. The innovative system guarantees
fast and efficient installation of the device in the ceiling, while its elegant remote control – comfortable steering. What is more, the motor of the device has
a flexible housing unit, which can be installed on the hood or directly on the
ceiling, which in many cases could be the optimal solution.

Type:
Colour:
Energy class:
Lighting:
Control:
Efficiency:
Noise:
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Ceiling
Black / White Glass
A+
WarmLED
Touch & Remote Control
789 m³/h
58 dB(A) / volume level in the third gear
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NEW
Ceiling hood

SU GLASS II
The elegant, glass finish of the Ciarko ceiling hood impresses every admirer
of modern design, although the stunning appearance is not the only thing that
matters here. The installation of the device is exceptionally simple and, first of
all, safe. It is worth mentioning that the motor housing can be installed both in
the hood and directly next to it. What is more, the small device takes less space
than other models in this class available on the market. The hood comes with
an elegant and handy remote control, which guarantees comfortable steering.

Type:
Colour:
Energy class:
Lighting:
Control:
Efficiency:
Noise:
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Ceiling
Black / White Glass
A+
WarmLED
Touch & Remote Control
792 m³/h
58 dB(A) / volume level in the third gear
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NEW
Ceiling hood

STRIPE GLASS
The Ciarko ceiling hood is a special offer for all admirers of modern
form. Its minimalist design may prove to be very useful in any modern kitchen. The installation in the ceiling is safe and easy as pie, which facilitates the assembly of the motor housing both in the hood and next to
it – according to the user’s request. The flat shape of the device takes up
much less space than other models in this class available on the market. To choose the right power or intensity of light, it is enough to sit comfortably on the sofa and use the remote control that comes with the device.

Type:
Colour:
Energy class:
Lighting:
Control:
Efficiency:
Noise:
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Ceiling
Black / White Glass
A+
WarmLED
Touch & Remote Control
786 m³/h
59 dB(A) / volume level in the third gear
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NEW
Ceiling hood

STRIPE INOX

This modern ceiling hood is an ergonomic solution with minimalist design. It will be a perfect match for open kitchens with an island. Thanks to
its flat shape, it takes up less space than devices in this class available on
the market. The installation system guarantees a simple and easy assembly of the hood, while the innovative motor housing allows placing it in the
hood or directly next to it, in the ceiling. For the consumers’ convenience,
the device comes with a remote control, which makes it possible to choose the power and intensity of light in an intuitive and comfortable manner.

Type:
Colour:
Energy class:
Lighting:
Control:
Efficiency:
Noise:
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Ceiling
Inox
A+
WarmLED
Touch & Remote Control
786 m³/h
57 dB(A) / volume level in the third gear
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NEW
Hood

GC-BOX
The new model of the Ciarko GC-Box hood is a combination of high efficiency
and unique comfort of use. The device is equipped with a T-shaped extractor,
which saves 20% more space in the kitchen cupboard. GC-BOX has two kinds
of steering: a control panel SoftTouch, which allows choosing precise settings
and control by gesture GestureControl: it is enough to make three hand gestures to fully navigate the device.

Type:
Colour:
Measure:
Energy class:
Lighting:
Control:
Efficiency:
Noise:
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Built-in
Black / White Glass
90 / 60
A+
WarmLED 2 x 2.1 3400 K
Touch Control or Gesture Control
698 m³/h
65 dB(A) / volume level in the third gear
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NEW
Hood

MOONDRAFT
Ciarko Moondraft is the most extendable device in its class on the market
which makes its a one of a kind downdraft hood. Thanks to its extension
range, the absorption of smells, particles of fat and steam becomes more
efficient. Its maximum extension is as high as 50 cm. The professional mechanism installed in the extractor, also used in the automotive industry,
makes the device move up and down in a more stable way than in case of
standard mechanisms. In this model it is also possible to install the motor directly on the device or at a distance of up to 8 m.

Type:
Colour:
Finishing:
Measure:
Energy class:
Lighting:
Control:
Efficiency:
Noise:
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Downdraft
Black
Inox / Glass
90
B
WarmLED
Touch Control
800 m³/h
52 dB(A) / volume level in the third gear
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NEW
Hood

WIZARD

The combination of an induction hob and a hood does not seem to be obvious.
However, the duet is a special mix of functionality and, first of all, silence. The
Wizard thanks to innovative solutions of process engineers from Ciarko and
its new brushless BLDC motor, is one of the most silent devices in its class. Its
construction and installation is incredibly simple, which is why the client gets incomparably more space directly under the kitchen top for e.g. an extra drawer
for cutlery or spices. Additionally, the device is easily cleanable as filters applied
in this model can be washed in a dishwasher and smoothly disassembled.

Type:
Colour:
Energy class:
Control:
Efficiency:
Noise:
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Hood & hob in one
Black
A+
Touch Control form the hob
696 m³/h
57 dB(A) / volume level in the third gear
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NEW
Hood

MISS W
The island hood Miss W is a genuine adornment to every kitchen. Undoubtedly, every user will be highly impressed by the uniqueness of its alluring shape
and eye-riveting modern lines. The economical and spacious LED panel ensures perfect lighting for the workspace, serving also the function of a designer
lamp. The customer can choose between two types of steering: Touch Control
control by gesture, i.e. Gesture Control: it is enough to make three hand gestures to fully navigate the device.

Type:
Colour:
Finishing:
Energy class:
Lighting:
Control:
Efficiency:
Noise:
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Island
Black / White
Inox
A
WarmLED
Touch Control or Gesture Control
441 m³/h
55 dB(A) / volume level in the third gear
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NEW
Hood

TRIO
The designer chimney hood Trio, in the form of glass and inox elements has
become part of the newest trends in the design of household appliances.
This model is equipped with effective LED lighting, which not only allows
better exposure for the workspace but also constitutes an additional ornament. The intuitive control Touch Control ensures comfortable service, while the Timer function – convenient programming of the device working time.

Type:
Colour:
Finishing:
Measure:
Energy class:
Lighting:
Control:
Efficiency:
Noise:
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Chimney
Black / White
Inox
90 / 60
A
WarmLED
Touch Control or Gesture Control
796 m³/h
57 dB(A) / volume level in the third gear
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NEW
Hood

GALAXY
The designer lines of the Galaxy hood are created by combining two structures: metal and glass, which is the perfect solution for modern and minimalistic
kitchens. This model will immediately catch the eye of every design expert.
The application of brushless motor in the hood facilitates the maximal noise
reduction of the device and the high efficiency of its work. Economical LED
lighting along with aesthetic and intuitive Touch Control guarantee high comfort of use.

Type:
Colour:
Finishing:
Measure: 		
Energy class:
Lighting:
Control:
Efficiency:
Noise:
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Chimney
Black / White Glass
lnox
90
A
WarmLED
Touch Control
800 m³/h
59 dB(A) / volume level in the third gear
27

Ciarko means Technology
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CONTROL BY GESTURE
Always at hand
Innovative system of controls
The intuitive system GestureControl facilitates comfortable control of
the device. It takes only three hand gestures to switch the hood on
or off, change the power of its operation, or the intensity of light. The
touchless control system makes it easier to keep the device clean, at
the same time fulfilling all the traditional hood control functions.
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TECHNOLOGIES APPLICABLE TO MOST MODELS OF HOODS OFFERED BY CIARKO
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NEW BLDC MOTOR
Quiet and energy - saving
Technology for the demanding
The BLDC motor technology applied in Ciarko hoods ensures the
highest quality and comfort of use. Thanks to the ball bearings and
suspension on anti-vibration mounts, it guarantees an exceptionally
quiet operation as well as cost-effectiveness (energy class A++). In
the first and the second gear, i.e. the speeds most often chosen by
the users, it consumes only 8W and 30W, respectively, which results
in the protection of the natural environment and customers wallets.
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TECHNOLOGIES APPLICABLE TO MOST MODELS OF HOODS OFFERED BY CIARKO
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HOOD-DEDICATED FILTERS
In the service of clean air
Efficient way of recirculation
Filters are one of the most important elements in kitchen hoods. In our
offer, you can find new generation filters with the AntiFishMode module, which guarantee total elimination of very intensive and unpleasant
smells rising in the kitchen. Plasma filters, in turn, are a solution perfect
for people suffering from allergies: not only do they remove from the
air 90% of smells from meal preparation but also dangerous allergens
and bacteria.
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TECHNOLOGIES APPLICABLE TO MOST MODELS OF HOODS OFFERED BY CIARKO
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MODULE SYSTEM
A wide range of unlimited possibilities
Adaptable Modular System
AMS is a system, which guarantees the extension of every hood by additional
technologies by adding a particular module or modules:

36

Automatic operation of the
hood depending on the
amount of vapors evolved
during the cooking.

In case of fire, the hood
disconnects the power supply to the induction hob and
sends an SOS message.

Intelligent refresh system.
Detects the increase in CO2
and turns on ventilation.

The ability to control and
receive data on your
smartphone

Detects any increase in the
level of CO2. Than the hood
starts to operate in full speed to clean up the air.

Integration with Alexa Amazon’s cloud-based voice
service. Possibility to control
hood by smart home system
from Amazon.

TECHNOLOGIES APPLICABLE TO MOST MODELS OF HOODS OFFERED BY CIARKO
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COMPATIBILITY WITH
THE AMAZON ALEXA
Right on cue
Innovative system of controls
The assistant of voice commands AmazonAlexa helps the user to control the hood by giving voice commands in English. In this easy way, it
is possible to start, suspend or switch off the operation of the device,
which might be especially useful for homes for disabled people. Moreover with Alexa, you can ask to play music, hear the news, check weather, control smart home devices, and more. It could also be extremely
helpful in doing many activities in the kitchen, where the user’s hands
are full. This system can be compatible with all Ciarko models with the
Alexa built-in module.
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TECHNOLOGIES APPLICABLE TO MOST MODELS OF HOODS OFFERED BY CIARKO
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CONTROL BY TOUCH
THROUGH THE STEEL
Technology and design
Modern control panel
Besides functionality and ergonomics, design is extremely important
for every interior. Kitchen design is not an exception, which is why we,
among only few companies on the market, have the technology to create touch control panels in the hoods with inox steel finish. Thanks to
this solution, it is possible to avoid unaesthetic buttons or rocker switches. Not only can it have an impact on the appearance of the device
but also on the comfort of use and maintenance of cleanliness.
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TECHNOLOGIES APPLICABLE TO MOST MODELS OF HOODS OFFERED BY CIARKO
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STEAM OUT SYSTEM
Control is unnecessary
Intelligent system of hood operation
A system, which autonomously adjusts the operation of the hood to
the level of air pollution in the kitchen. Thanks to three innovative sensor of: steam, temperature and humidity the system automatically sets
the power of suction and the time during which it remains active. The
device recognizes the presence of intensive smells, water vapour and
the particles of fat created in the process of meal preparation. It works
until the air becomes completely purified and then after 10 minutes it
switches off. It is impossible to imagine a comfort of use higher than that
of a product which does not require the user’s involvement.
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TECHNOLOGIES APPLICABLE TO MOST MODELS OF HOODS OFFERED BY CIARKO
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PROXIMITY DETECTOR
WITH LIGHT
Detectable from a distance
Modern technology of LED lighting
In an attempt to meet the consumers’ needs, we have developed a
system, which activates the LED lighting of the device thanks to the
sensor detecting the user’s movements. It is enough to move closer
to the hood at a distance of 2 meters and the lighting becomes automatically activated. Similarly, if the user backs up, the lighting goes off.
It is an excellent solution, which will be applied at the homes of users
who appreciate comfort and convenience while engaging in everyday
activities in the kitchen.
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TECHNOLOGIES APPLICABLE TO MOST MODELS OF HOODS OFFERED BY CIARKO
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DELAY IN ENDING THE
OPERATION OF THE DEVICE
Efficiently and on time
Functional technology in the kitchen
Technology delaying the end of the time of hood operation. Automatic switch-off after 10, 20 or 30 minutes allows efficient cleaning of
air even after the end of the cooking process. It is a very convenient
solution, which allows the user to leave the kitchen and not to remember to switch off the hood later: it will be done automatically by the
device. It is a sure-fire way to free your kitchen from intensive smells.
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TECHNOLOGIES APPLICABLE TO MOST MODELS OF HOODS OFFERED BY CIARKO
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LIGHTING WARMLED
Warm colours of light
Modern technology of LED lighting
The technology WarmLed is a type of lighting friendly to the hood user.
The colour of the generated light is extremely similar to the natural
sunshine, which is why it does not strain the user’s eyes and evokes a
positive mood. This aspect seems to be especially important for people
who spend plenty of time in the kitchen. Lighting of this type consumes
low energy, which additionally influences the user’s budget.
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TECHNOLOGIES APPLICABLE TO MOST MODELS OF HOODS OFFERED BY CIARKO
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SILENCE

ON YOUR SIDE
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Ciarko Spółka z ograniczoną odpowiedzialnością Sp.K.
The seat of the company: ul. Okulickiego 10, 38-500 Sanok, Poland
NIP: 6852210122
Phone: +48 13 46 53 500
Sales Department: +48 13 46 53 510
Service Department: +48 13 46 53 534

